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Football summer 2022 for TVN LIVE PRODUCTION: Nine productions in 
eleven days at five finals  

Hanover, May 2022. UEFA Europa League Final, DFB-Pokal Final, UEFA Champions 
League Final – TVN LIVE PRODUCTION will realise the TV broadcast of the finals of a 
total of five major European football tournaments this month. The venues are in Spain, 
France, Albania and Germany. 

All six OB vans and several SNG units – 
directly succeeding the Bundesliga 
season, the broadcast crews of TVN LIVE 
PRODUCTION will travel with a large part 
of the mobile equipment to Seville, Paris 
and Tirana, where the football highlights 
of this year will take place.  

"At the UEFA Champions League final in 

Paris, we will even be present with three 

OB vans to realise the interviews and 

studio broadcasts for three rights holders 

from the German-speaking region in parallel," explains TVN 

Head of Sales Bastian Berlin. "In addition, we are creating 

several feeds with virtual advertising for rights holders in 

Asia and America in UHD-HDR at the Stade de France."  

"A really great workload that we can handle due to our increased technical and personnel 

capabilities," comments TVN LIVE PRODUCTION Managing Director Markus Osthaus on 

the upcoming order volume. "When the level of performance is as ambitious as in European 

football, our high production standards are of particular benefit to us." 

In live broadcasting, football is one of the most demanding sports and German broadcasters 

are regarded as trend-setters. The upcoming productions will also feature some of the latest 

technical solutions. 

And these are the dates:  

- 18 May, Seville (ESP): 2022 UEFA Europa League Final, TVN-Ü4               

- 21 May, Berlin (GER): 2022 DFB-Pokal Final, TVN-Ü6 & TVN-Ü5                

- 25 May, Tirana (AL): 2022 UEFA Conference League Final, TVN-Ü2 & TVN-SNG A+B              

- 28 May, Paris (FRA): 2022 UEFA Champions League Final, TVN-Ü3 & TVN-Ü4 & TVN-Ü6             

- 28 May, Cologne (GER): 2022 Women's DFB-Pokal Final, TVN-Ü1     

 

 

About TVN LIVE PRODUCTION 

TVN LIVE PRODUCTION is a premium provider for outside broadcasts and is certified for its service quality. On 

this basis, TVN realises sophisticated sports and show events worldwide for both public and private TV 

broadcasters. The company has 38 years of experience and is characterised by highly qualified staff, maximum 

reliability and solution-oriented flexibility. Whether UHD-HDR, an own onboard workflow for independent signal 

processing of UHD and HD, 3D audio or fourfold parallel production with up to 100 cameras: TVN LIVE 

PRODUCTION operates one of the most powerful OB fleets in Europe with six double trucks and ten SNG 

vehicles. TVN is a sought-after partner of broadcasters as well as manufacturers in the development and 

application of innovative production solutions. A company of the TVN GROUP Film & TV Production with 

branches in Berlin, Bremen, Flörsheim, Frankfurt o.t.M., Hamburg, Hanover, Kiel, Cologne, Leipzig and Munich. 
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